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Contrast hresholds were measured for discriminating left vs right motion of a vertical, 1 c/deg 
luminance grating lasting for one cycle of motion. This test was presented on a 1 c/deg stationary 
grating (pedestal) of twice-threshold, flashed for the duration of the test motion. Lu and Sperling 
[(1995). Vision Research, 35, 2697-2722] argue that the visual system detects the underlying, first- 
order motion of the test and is immune to the presence of the stationary pedestal (and the 'feature 
wobble' which it induces). On the contrary, we observe that the stationary pedestal has large effects 
on motion detection at 7 and 15 Hz, and smaller effects at 0.9-3.7 Hz, evidenced by a spatial phase 
dependency between the stationary pedestal and moving test. At 15 Hz the motion threshold rops 
as much as five-fold, with the stationary pedestal in the optimal spatial phase (i.e., pedestal and test 
spatially in phase at middle of motion), and the perceived direction of the test motion reverses with 
the pedestal in the opposite phase. Phase dependency was also explored using a very brief 
( ~ 1 msec) static pedestal presented with the moving test. The pedestal of Lu and Sperling (flashed 
for the duration of the test) has a broad spectrum of left and right moving components which 
interact with the moving test. The pedestal effects can be explained by the visual system's much 
higher sensitivity to the difference of the contrast of right vs left moving components han to either 
component alone. © 1998 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Lu and Sperling (1995) used a pedestal paradigm to 
reveal motion detectors sensitive to first-order motion, or 
motion energy (van Santen & Sperling, 1984; Adelson & 
Bergen, 1985; Cavanagh & Mather, 1989). Contrast 
thresholds were measured for detecting the direction of 
motion of a luminance sine-wave grating presented for 
exactly one cycle of motion. The threshold for seeing the 
motion at 1-15 Hz was unaffected by a low-contrast 
stationary pedestal grating of the same orientation and 
spatial frequency, sharply modulated on for just the one 
cycle of motion. The relative spatial phase of pedestal 
and test was randomized between trials (Z.-L. Lu, 
personal communication). This pedestal immunity was 
observed for pedestals of approximately twice the 
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contrast of the moving test. The result is particularly 
interesting when we consider the summed profiles of the 
moving grating and stationary pedestal. The peaks and 
troughs of the combined pattern (the light and dark 
'features') oscillate to the left and right, rather than 
progressing steadily in one direction (Fig. 3 in Lu & 
Sperling, 1995). If motion is mediated by feature 
tracking, then the stationary pedestal might reduce 
motion sensitivity owing to these oscillations. According 
to Lu and Sperling, the pedestal immunity demonstrates 
that the luminance motion detector calculates the motion 
energy of the test, ignoring the stationary pedestal. 
We show here that the flashed pedestal strongly affects 
motion sensitivity, and the effect is highly dependent on 
the relative spatial phase of pedestal and test. This is 
especially true at higher velocities. At 15 Hz, the pedestal 
can improve motion sensitivity up to five-fold. Thus, 
motion which by itself is completely invisible can be 
made highly visible by presenting the stationary pedestal 
in the optimal relative spatial phase. Moreover, the 
perceived direction of the motion is reversed by 
presenting the pedestal in the opposite spatial phase. 
Cropper and Derrington (1996) also observed a related 
phase dependency with a very brief, static luminance 
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FIGURE I. Contrast hresholds for discriminating the direction of motion (left vs right) of a 1 c/deg, vertical grating, moving at 
7.43 and 15 Hz. The grating was presented alone (no pedestal) or on a static, vertical, I c/deg pedestal of twice-threshold ( 1.56, 
1.82 and 1.88% contrast for observers AC, CFS and LZ at 7.43 Hz and 1.55, 2.63 and 2.16% contrast at 15 Hz). The symbols on 
the right in each panel show the threshold averaged (geometric mean) over the various pedestal phases. The test moved one 
cycle and the pedestal was flashed on for the motion duration. Pedestal spatial phase is referenced relative to the moving test 
grating at the center of the motion exposure. 
pedestal, and they used this to advantage to separate 
luminance vs color motion mechanisms. 
At suprathreshold evels the motion detector may be 
highly sensitive to the difference of contrast of stimuli 
moving in opposite directions (Stromeyer, Kronauer, 
Madsen & Klein, 1984). The stationary, flashed pedestal 
contains equal left and right moving components. The 
pedestal may facilitate detection of a moving test added 
in appropriate phase so as to unbalance the contrast of the 
net left and right components. We show that this 
facilitation can be explained by such an opponent-motion 
mechanism, which is much more sensitive to the 
difference of contrast of opposite motions than to either 
component singly. 
METHODS 
Stimuli and apparatus 
Vertical, luminance sine-wave gratings of 1 c/deg were 
generated on Tektronix 608 monitors, running at a 
200 Hz frame rate. Gratings were presented in a field of 
3.5 deg dia; there was a small dark fixation point in the 
center of the field. The display was refreshed at 5-msec 
intervals, but at each retinal point the stimulus in a single 
frame is effectively a temporal impulse, since the 
phosphor decay rate of the CRT monitors was < 1 msec. 
The moving test grating was typically presented for 
exactly one cycle of motion--covering 360 deg of spatial 
phase (the frame at the beginning and the end of the 
motion cycle was repeated). The relative spatial phase of 
pedestal and test was controlled in 1.8 deg steps. The 
absolute phase was randomized between trials. Contrast 
was varied with 12-bit digital-to analog converters, 
attenuated lbr very low test contrast. 
The luminance gratings were produced using a pair of 
optically superposed red and green monitors (Stromeyer, 
Kronauer, Ryu, Chaparro & Eskew, 1995). This appara- 
tus has high temporal resolution and high contrast 
resolution. We recently demonstrated (Stromeyer, 
Chaparro, Tolias & Kronauer, 1997) that within the 
luminance mechanism the relative temporal phase of the 
long-wave and middle-wave cone signals is highly 
sensitive to mean field color, with the relative phase 
shift approaching zero on a field of ~566 nm. We 
wanted to eliminate this luminance phase shift to simplify 
the physiological stimuli. We optically superposed on the 
monitor display a uniform (4.2 deg dia) green field of 
520 nm and 216 td, rendering the 3.5 deg grating region 
equivalent to 566 nm and 790 td. All of our stimuli were 
simple luminance gratings having light and dark stripes 
of the same color as this greenish-yellow field. Stimuli 
were viewed with the left eye through a 3 nun artificial 
pupil and achromatizing lens, with the head stabilized on 
a bite bar to reduce chromatic parallax. 
Threshold measurements 
Contrast hresholds were measured with a staircase that 
estimates the 71% CO1Tect level (Wetherill, 1963) on a 
psychometric function. The test and pedestal were 
presented in a single temporal interval on each trial, with 
the test motion randomly chosen to be left or right. The 
observer judged the direction of motion and received 
auditory feedback. Each staircase run contained two 
randomly interleaved staircases. A single relative spatial 
phase of the pedestal and test was used lbr the run. The 
staircase was also used to measure the pedestal threshold 
with a 2AFC procedure containing two temporal 
intervals. 
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FIGURE 2. Psychometric functions for direction discrimination measured at 15 Hz with no pedestal (A) and a pedestal of twice- 
threshold in0 (C)) or 180 deg (O) spatial phase. For observer LZ the 180 deg pedestal was also presented at 3.1 × threshold 
(3.3% contrast) (0). With the 180 deg pedestal, motion is seen in the correct direction at high test contrast, but motion is 
reversed at low contrasts (psychometric function dips below 0.5 correct). Both 0 and 180 deg pedestals facilitate low-contrast 
tests, but the 180 deg pedestal reverses perceived motion. 
RESULTS 
Pedestals presented temporally co-extensively with the 
moving test 
Effect of relative spatial phase of pedestal and test. 
Initial results were obtained with the stimulus conditions 
of Lu and Sperling. Figure 1 shows threshold contrast for 
detecting the direction of test motion at a relatively high 
velocity of 7.43 and 15 Hz. The stationary pedestal, of 
twice detection threshold, was flashed on for just the one 
cycle of test motion. (Pedestal and test had a square 
temporal envelope.) Spatial phase on the abscissa is 
defined with reference to the temporal center of the 
motion presentation. For example, at 0deg phase, 
pedestal and moving test are spatially in phase exactly 
in the center of the motion presentation, whereas for 
180 deg phase the two patterns are in spatial antiphase. A
+90 deg spatial phase advance of the pedestal indicates 
that the pedestal is shifted 90 deg in spatial phase 
rightward of the test grating at the middle of the 
rightward motion, and the pedestal is shifted 90 deg 
leftward at the middle of the leftward motion. 
The motion thresholds with no pedestal (Fig. 1) are 
indicated by the symbols on the left--the dashed line 
represents the mean threshold for the observers. The 
weak pedestal has little effect at a spatial phase of -90  
and +90 deg. However, at 0 deg phase there is strong 
facilitation, and at 180 deg there is strong masking. The 
facilitation causes the threshold to drop as much as five- 
fold at 15 Hz and by a considerably lesser amount at 
7.43 Hz. The symbols on the fight in each panel show the 
threshold of each observer averaged over the different 
pedestal phases. This average is quite similar to the 
threshold without the pedestal--thus if we were to 
randomize phase within a run, we might reach the 
conclusion of Lu and Sperling (1995) that the pedestal 
has little effect. 
These results were obtained with patterns of 1 c/deg, 
whereas Lu and Sperling used 2.5 c/deg. Measurements 
were repeated with observer CFS at 2.5 c/deg, using a 
pedestal of twice-threshold at spatial phase 0 vs 180 deg. 
The ratio of test thresholds at 180 deg vs 0 deg was 
3.9 and 11 at temporal frequencies of 7.5 and 15 Hz, 
respectively. Thus, spatial frequency plays little role over 
the range tested. 
For the measurements in this section the observer was 
instructed to base response on the apparent direction of 
motion (even if this generated an obviously incorrect 
response, as indicated by the response feedback). As 
shown below, the 180 deg pedestal condition caused low- 
contrast ests to appear to move in the reverse direction. 
For example, a weak rightward test might appear as 
leftward motion. The motion reversals were considered 
errors in the staircase procedure; this drove contrast 
upward in the staircase until contrast was sufficient for a 
correct response (so the rightward test produced a 
rightward response). This produced masking for the 
180 deg pedestal in Fig. 1. We next show that the 180 deg 
pedestal facilitates seeing the reversed irection at low 
test contrast. 
Psychometric functions for motion discrimination at 
15 Hz. At 15 Hz, the observer eported seeing reversed 
motion with the 180 deg pedestal when test contrast was 
low. To demonstrate this effect we measured psycho- 
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FIGURE 3. Contrast thresholds for direction discrimination as a 
function of pedestal contrast (measured as in Fig. 1) at 7.43 and 15 Hz. 
The moving test was presented in 0 deg or 180 deg spatial phase with 
the pedestal (specified at middle of motion). The dashed line in each 
panel shows the mean threshold of the observers measured without he 
pedestal. Pedestals of 2-3% contrast produce the greatest facilitation 
with the 0 deg pedestal. At higher pedestal contrast, the direction 
threshold rises approximately following Weber's law. 
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metric functions over a large test contrast range; the 
observer reported the direction in which the test appeared 
to move. Triangles (Fig. 2) show the psychometric 
function with no pedestal. The 0 deg pedestal of twice- 
threshold (©) clearly facilitates motion discrimination. 
With the twice-threshold 180 deg pedestal (O), motion is 
seen in the correct direction at high test contrast, but the 
motion is reversed at lower contrast (discrimination less 
than 0.5 probability correct). For observer LZ, the 
FIGURE 4. Psychometric functions (observer CFS) for direction 
discrimination measured at 0.93, 1.86 and 3.71 Hz with no pedestal (A) 
and a pedestal of twice-threshold (1.44, 1.71 and 2.0% contrast) in 
0 (©) or 180 ° (0 )  spatial phase. 
180 deg pedestal produces less masking and weaker 
reversed motion--the pedestal effect was augmented by 
increasing the pedestal to 3.1 × threshold (0 ) .  
The 0 and 180 deg pedestals both facilitate motion 
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FIGURE 5. Psychometric functions (observer AS) for direction discrimination measured at0.93 and 3.71 Hz with no pedestal 
(A) or a pedestal of twice-threshold 1.13 and 1.93% contrast) in0 deg (©) or 180 deg (Q) spatial phase. 
detection for low-contrast tests, but in oppostte perceived 
directions. The facilitation in the forward direction, 
however, is somewhat greater than in the reversed 
direction, as shown by the small difference in the 
psychometric slopes at low test contrast (Fig. 2 O ,O) .  
(This difference may be caused by the low effective 
contrast of the pedestal--see later discussion of Fig. 14.) 
Facilitation of both forward and reversed motion 
provides evidence for an opponent-motion mechanism, 
as explained later. 
Effect of pedestal contrast. For the above measure- 
ments the pedestal was typically twice-threshold. We 
next determined whether this pedestal produces the 
greatest facilitation. Figure 3 shows how the motion 
threshold at 7.43 and 15 Hz varies as a function of 
pedestal contrast at the optimal facilitory (0 deg) and 
masking (180 deg) phase, depicted by open and filled 
symbols, respectively. The dashed lines again show the 
mean threshold with no pedestal. 
The largest differential effect of the pedestal (for 
pedestals at 0 vs 180 deg phase) occurs at pedestal 
contrasts of 2-3% (approx 3-4 × threshold). The differ- 
ential effect is clearly greater at 15 Hz than at 7,43 Hz. 
The increment threshold curves eventually rise in 
approximate agreement with Weber's law, although with 
considerable variability. At 15 Hz, the functions rise less 
steeply than Weber's law for the 180 deg condition; for 
the 0deg condition, the highest pedestals (~  12 × 
threshold) raise the threshold for observers AC and 
CFS barely above the detection threshold with no 
pedestal (~  1% contrast). 
Lu and Sperling (1996) made similar measurements at 
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together with a raised cosine temporal envelope for the one cycle of motion. 
1.26c/deg and 7.5 Hz, but with the spatial phases 
randomized between trials. When the pedestal contrast 
was greater than 3%, their increment hreshold curve 
followed Weber's law--with the test threshold rising to 
3% contrast when the pedestal was 10% contrast. This 
is similar to the values we observe at 7.43 Hz, but we are 
~50% more sensitive. 
Effect of pedestals at lower velocities. The effect of the 
weak pedestals was reduced at 7.43 Hz compared with 
15 Hz (Figs 1 and 3). Cursory observation suggested that 
the pedestal effect may be even more reduced at yet lower 
velocities. To reveal possible small effects at low 
velocities, we measured psychometric functions for 
direction discrimination as a function of test contrast, 
with pedestals of twice-threshold. 
Figure 4 shows psychometric functions for observer 
CFS. The 0deg pedestal (©) produces clear but 
relatively weak facilitation at 0.93, 1.86 and 3.71 Hz. 
The 180 deg pedestal (0 )  produces weak masking at 
1.86 and 3.71 Hz, but produces very little reversed 
motion (few values of the psychometric function below 
0.5). Figure 5 shows similar results for an additional, 
practiced observer, AS. Compared with observer CFS, 
observer AS shows less facilitation with the 0 deg 
pedestal (C)) at 3.71 Hz and more masking with the 
180 deg pedestal (O), while at 0.93 Hz AS shows less 
facilitation. Both observers remarked that with the 
180 deg pedestal, motion was seen near the onset of 
the long (1.08 sec) presentation of the 0.93 Hz stimulus. 
Since with the 180 deg pedestal, the test and pedestal 
are spatially in phase at the start of the motion, the 
onset motion most likely accounts for the lack of 
masking. 
Measurements with the third observer, LZ, at 3.71 Hz 
indicated that the pedestal had little effect. The observer 
stated that the stimulus was confusing, with the direction 
of motion appearing to reverse between the start and 
middle of the test presentation. To eliminate the sharp 
onset and offset transients, we next gradually modulated 
the contrast of the test and pedestal on and off with a 
raised cosine temporal envelope, lasting for one cycle of 
test motion. The amplitude of the envelope is represented 
asl  
A(t) a0/2(l  + COS2~Tft) for l /2 f  < t < 1/27'. 
Figure 6 shows results for observers CFS and LZ. 
obtained with a test of 1.86 Hz. The stationary pedestal 
now has a large effect on motion discrimination. In the 
Discussion we give a reason why the raised cosine 
envelope is so effective. 
The motion facilitation observed with the 0deg 
pedestal at low velocities of 0.9 to 3.7 Hz is probably 
not caused by simple tracking of spatial features. In this 
respect our results support the conclusion of Lu and 
Sperling (1995) that the motion is not detected by simple 
feature tracking. The observers remarked that the 
facilitated motion had approximately the same smooth 
apparent velocity as the test patterns viewed alone at a 
slightly suprathreshold level. The physical features 
themselves (the peaks and troughs of the pedestal-plus- 
test profile) wobble back and forth at a much slower 
velocity over a short distance. For example, when our 
pedestal and test have a contrast ratio ~ 6, the features 
wobble over a range of only ~ 5 rain arc during the full 
cycle of test motion covering 360 min arc (Lu & 
Sperling, 1995). In the next experiments we use a very 
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brief pedestal (~  1 msec) to rule out better simple 
tracking of spatial features. 
Pedestal grating presented as a temporal impulse during 
the one cycle of 15 Hz motion 
The stationary pedestal in the Lu and Sperling 
paradigm is complicated because the moving test and 
pedestal proceed through all relative spatial phases in 
sequence. (The Discussion will consider the spectral 
nature of this stimulus.) For the present measurements, 
the moving test is again exposed for one cycle of motion, 
but the pedestal is flashed for just a single frame (a 
temporal impulse of ~ 1 msec--see Methods) so the 
relative phase is fixed. 
Pedestals at 0 and 180 deg spatial phases. Figure 7 
shows direction thresholds for the 15 Hz moving test. The 
solid rectangles on the abscissa represent the test 
duration. (For observer LZ the motion was mistakenly 
set one frame longer than one cycle.) The abscissa depicts 
the pedestal temporal asynchrony: zero indicates that the 
pedestal comes on at the temporal center of the moving 
test, and negative values indicate the pedestal occurs 
earlier than the center. The pedestal was of 18% contrast 
but only slightly suprathreshold owing to its briefness 
(2.8 z and 3 x threshold for observers CFS and LZ, 
respectively). 
The relative spatial phase of the pedestal is defined 
differently than before. For the earlier measurements 
with the co-extensive pedestal, spatial phase was 
specified relative to the center of the motion exposure. 
For the present measurements, 0 deg phase indicates that 
the brief pedestal is added spatially in phase with the 
moving test at that instant (regardless of the temporal 
asynchrony), and 180 deg phase indicates the pedestal is 
added in spatial antiphase. Since the pedestal was also 
presented before or after the test, 0 and 180 deg phases 
designate the phase had the test motion been presented 
continuously, rather than gated on for one cycle. 
Flashing the stationary pedestal in the middle of the 
motion at 0 deg phase (Fig. 7, O)  strongly facilitates 
motion detection, whereas the 180deg pedestal (O)  
elevates the threshold and produces masking. The 
observer was instructed to respond to the apparent 
direction of motion. As shown below, the 180 deg 
pedestal reverses the motion of low-contrast tests. Thus, 
the masking is caused by the fact that high test contrast is 
needed to overcome the motion reversal. The stimuli 
were subjectively striking: when the test motion by itself 
was set to ~0.5% contrast he field appeared entirely 
uniform, devoid of any motion; flashing the weak static 
pedestal made the motion clearly jump out. Even though 
the pedestal was very brief, the observers remarked that 
the facilitated motion appeared long, covering about one 
full cycle (1 deg arc). 
When the pedestal precedes (Fig. 7) the start of the 
motion by ~ 35 msec or follows the end of the motion by 
35 msec (pedestal asynchrony of -70  and +70 msec, 
respectively), the pedestal effect is reversed--the 0 deg 
pedestal now produces masking and the 180 deg pedestal 
produces facilitation. The interval of 35 msec corre- 
sponds to one-half cycle of the 15 Hz motion. 
Measurements at 15 Hz were also made with the 0 deg 
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pedestal using a longer motion exposure of 200 msec, 
indicated by the dotted rectangle in the right panel, Fig. 7. 
The pedestal produces imilar facilitation with the short 
(©) and long (V) motion exposure. Thus, we expect hat 
the facilitation will be undiminished for even longer 
exposures. The threshold curves rise at about the same 
rate near the offset of the short and long motion exposure; 
thus, the declining effect of the pedestal near the offset is 
related to the offset of motion, not to the duration of 
motion. 
Although the facilitation diminishes little with the 
longer test exposure, the maximal masking with the 
180 deg pedestal (at the middle of the motion exposure) 
does diminish (not shown). For example, with test 
exposures of 130 and 200 msec, the masked thresholds 
were 1.9 and 1.4%, compared with 4% in Fig. 7. With 
these longer exposures, presumably the test can be 
detected by the motion occurring considerably before and 
after the brief pedestal--thus partially escaping the 
pedestal masking. 
The effect of spatial phase. For the above results (Fig. 
7) we used only the two spatial phases 0 and 180 deg. 
These may not be optimal--the phases giving the largest 
effects. Moreover, the optimal phase may change with 
the pedestal temporal asynchrony. Results by Nijhawan 
(1994) suggest hat 0deg spatial phase might not be 
optimal for facilitation when the pedestal is flashed in the 
middle of motion. Nijhawan observed a large perceptual 
offset when he very briefly flashed a stationary line, 
physically aligned with a drifting line--the drilling line 
appearing spatially well ahead of the stationary, flashed 
line (even though the stimuli were physically simulta- 
neous). Nijhawan argues that the visual system extra- 
polates motion in its forward direction. We similarly 
flashed a stationary grating with a drifting grating (Fig. 
7). If an effect similar to that observed by Nijhawan 
occurs with our stimuli, then 0 deg spatial phase may not 
be optimal. 
We determined the optimal phase as follows. Figure 8 
shows direction discrimination thresholds for the 15 Hz 
drifting test, with the pedestal flashed in the temporal 
center of the motion. The abscissa depicts the spatial 
phase by which the flashed pedestal grating leads the 
moving test grating. A reasonable fit is provided by a 
reciprocal log cosine template of test contrast vs relative 
spatial phase. (The Appendix describes a simple model 
for this approximation.) Optimal facilitation occurs when 
the brief, stationary pedestal is precisely spatially in 
phase with the moving test (at the trough of the 
template)--thus, there is no lag or lead of the pedestal 
signal relative to the test. 
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FIGURE 9. Optimal relative spatial phase of the brief pedestal for facilitating motion of the 15 Hz test, measured at different 
points of temporal asynchrony of pedestal and test (corresponding to numbered lines in Fig. 7). The rectangle depicts the 
duration of the moving test. The displaced log cosine template (like Fig. 8) was measured at each point to assess the optimal 
phase. (Pedestal contrast same as in Fig. 7.) 
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facilitation (O) and masking (0).  Thresholds were estimated from the peaks and troughs of the log cosine templates. 
Thresholds (V) at the optimal masking phase, with the observer using a 'reversed' motion criterion--the 'mask', facilitates 
seeing motion in the reversed irection. (Pedestal contrast same as in Fig. 7.) 
Similar spatial phase measurements (like Fig. 8) were 
made at other points of temporal asynchrony between 
pedestal and test. Measurements were made at the 
following numbered points in Fig. 7: sufficiently early 
where no pedestal effect is expected (point 1 ), at the early 
peak (2), where the two curves cross (3), at motion onset 
(4), in the center of motion (5), near motion offset (6), 
where the two curves cross again (7) and at the final peak 
(8).The results in each case could be well fit by the shifted 
reciprocal og cosine template. From the template, we 
derived the relative spatial phase of the pedestal 
producing optimal facilitation (the template trough). In 
the center of the motion exposure (Fig. 9), the pedestal 
must be in phase with the test for maximal facilitation, 
whereas at the onset and offset of motion the pedestal 
must be advanced and retarded by ~ 45 deg, respectively. 
(The Discussion considers the likely cause of this small 
phase shift.) At the two points where the curves cross in 
Fig. 7 (points 3 and 7), the pedestal must be advanced and 
retarded by ~ 90 deg, respectively'. Thus, the reason why 
the curves cross in Fig. 7 is not because pedestals are 
without effect at these temporal asynchronies, but rather 
because (at either point 3 or 7) the nominal 0 and 180 deg 
pedestals are effectively in opposite quadrature (90 deg) 
spatial phases with respect o the moving test--and thus 
roughly equated in their effects. 
At the early and final peaks (points 2 and 8) the 
pedestal must be respectively advanced by ~ 140 deg and 
retarded by 150-180deg. Thus, to obtain the greatest 
facilitation at these points, the spatial phase of the 0 deg 
pedestal must be approximately inverted compared with 
the pedestal phase in the center of motion. 
The heights of the template peak and trough (optimal 
phase) at each pedestal temporal asynchrony, specify the 
magnitude of the maximally facilitated and masked 
thresholds at that asynchrony. Figure 10 shows these 
maximally facilitated (O) and masked thresholds (0) .  
The pedestal has the largest effect in the center of motion 
exposure, and the effect decreases approximately mono- 
tonically away from the center. The curves in Fig. 10 do 
not cross each other--as explained earlier, the crossovers 
in Fig. 7 are caused by the changing phase function. The 
results for observer LZ show that the pedestal has no 
effect when presented ~65 msec before the start of 
motion, and this result was confirmed for CFS (not 
shown). Thus, 65 msec presumably defines the outer limit 
for the pedestal to affect motion under these conditions. 
The inverted triangles (Fig. 10) were measured at the 
relative spatial phase yielding maximal masking (tem- 
plate peak), but the observer eversed the criterion-- 
reporting the direction opposite to the apparent direction 
of motion. This drove the thresholds downward in the 
staircase below the motion threshold with no pedestal 
(provided the initial test contrast was not too high). The 
pedestal thus reverses the apparent direction of motion of 
these low-contrast tests. These 'reversed' thresholds (V) 
are highly similar to the 'unreversed' thresholds (O), 
showing that the suprathreshold pedestal about equally 
facilitates motion in the forward or reversed irection. 
This effect is analyzed next. 
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FIGURE 11. Psychometric functions for direction discrimination of 15 Hz test grating, measured with no pedestal (A) and the 
brief pedestal presented in the center of the motion exposure, in 0 deg spatial phase at 2.8 > threshold (O) or in 180 deg spatial 
phase at 1.3 x threshold ( I )  and 2.8 x threshold (O)--corresponding to 8 and 18% contrast, respectively. Less than 0.5 correct 
indicates that the motion is seen reversed. The tests corresponding to the numbered points (O) are represented by the vectors in 
Fig. 12. 
Psychometric function for the ,facilitated, reversed 
motion--role of an opponent-motion mechanism. The 
resul ts  above  show that  the 180 deg  pedesta l  fac i l i tates 
see ing low-cont ras t  mot ion  in the reversed  d i rect ion  and 
masks  see ing mot ion  in the correct ,  actual  test d i rect ion.  
To  quant i fy  this e f fect  over  a large range  of  test contrasts ,  
we measured  psychometr i c  funct ions  wi th  the br ie f  
pedesta l  p resented  in the center  o f  mot ion .  The  observer  
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FIGURE 12. Opponent-motion scheme to explain the psychometric function in Fig. 11 (O)- Axes show contrast of leftward and 
rightward moving components at 15 Hz. Dashed contour near origin is the hypothetical detection contour for various contrast 
ratios of the right and left motion components on uniform background (solid-headed vectors near the origin were measured). 
Vector 1 represents he effective 15 Hz components of the flashed pedestal the left and right components are matched in 
contrast and act like a counterphase pattern. 'Left' and 'right' detection contours bracketing the tip of vector 1 reflect the 
opponent-motion mechanism, sensitive to the difference of left vs right contrast. Numbered points on the psychometric function 
(Fig. 11, O) represent different contrast values of the rightward test, added in spatial antiphase to the rightward component of 
the pedestal (pedestal phase 180 deg). Leftward motion is seen between 2 and 3, no motion is seen at 4 and rightward motion is 
seen at 5 (see text). 
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was instructed to respond to the apparent direction of 
motion. The triangles in Fig. 11 show the psychometric 
function for the test motion with no pedestal. Squares 
show results obtained with a 180 deg, weak pedestal of 
1.3 x threshold, which is barely visible. This faint 
pedestal produces a masking effect of approx, two-fold 
(indicated by the rightward shift of the psychometric 
function) and weakly facilitates eeing reversed motion at 
low test contrast, shown by the slight dip below 0.5 
correct. The psychometric function was also measured 
with a stronger pedestal of 2.8 x threshold (the value 
used previously) at 0 (©) or 180 deg (0 )  spatial phase. 
Points are numbered on the psychometric function for the 
180 deg pedestal. At very low test contrast (near point 2) 
the psychometric function is steep and the motion is 
reversed. This reversed motion is strongly facilitated, as 
shown by the leftward shift of this low-contrast branch 
compared with the no pedestal condition (A). Strong 
reversed motion is then seen between points 2 and 3. At a 
higher test contrast of 4.2% (point 4) no motion is seen--  
at this point the function crosses the 0.5 correct point. It is 
remarkable that the pedestal precisely cancels this test 
motion. Deviating test contrast only slightly above or 
below 4.2% contrast produces a sensitive motion signal 
in the forward or reversed direction, respectively, as 
reflected in the steep psychometric function between 
points 3 and 5. The branches of the psychometric 
function (Q)  at low contrast (0-0.5% contrast) and high 
contrast (3.54.5% contrast) are about similarly steep on 
this linear contrast scale. 
The results can be explained by the response of an 
opponent-motion mechanism, schematized in Fig. 12 
(adapted from Lubin, 1992). The axes represent he 
contrast of rightward and leftward moving gratings of 
1 c/deg and 15 Hz. The sign of contrast is arbitrary-- 
negative contrast of the rightward moving grating simply 
means the grating has been inverted in absolute spatial 
phase (or contrast) compared with a grating with positive 
rightward contrast. The dashed contour represents the 
locus of hypothetical detection thresholds for patterns on 
a uniform field: the solid-headed vectors near the origin 
are actual thresholds showing that the left and right 
motion is detected at ~ 1.2% contrast (Fig. 11), and the 
empty-headed vectors are hypothetical thresholds for 
different contrast ratios of the fight and left moving 
components. The dashed detection contour is squarish, 
since the left and right motions are independently 
detected by unidirectional motion mechanisms (Lubin, 
1992). Thus, the counterphase flickering grating, con- 
sisting of equal left and right components, is about as 
detectable as either its left or right component alone 
(Levinson & Sekuler, 1975). 
Stromeyer et al. (1984) showed that when the 
counterphase pattern is presented as a suprathreshold 
pedestal, then variations in the relative contrast of the left 
and right components are detected by an opponent- 
motion mechanism, sensitive to the difference of contrast 
of the left and right components. Thus, at suprathreshold 
levels motion is no longer signalled by independent 
unidirectional mechanisms. 
Lubin (1992) extended these observations, measuring 
detection contours for the full gamut of test vectors on the 
counterphase pedestal--similar to the solid detection 
contours which are labeled 'left' and 'right' (Fig. 12) to 
indicate perceived left and fight motion. A counterphase 
pedestal of about twice-threshold, facilitates motion 
detection by ~4 x (Lubin, 1992); therefore, vector a (a 
right test on the pedestal) is drawn with 1/4 the length of 
the horizontal vector on the abscissa, representing the 
threshold of right motion on a uniform background. 
Consider the 'right' contour. The detection contour is 
defined by the tips of the hypothetical threshold vectors, 
a, b, c. A rightward signal is produced by each vector: 
vector a increments the fight contrast of the pedestal, 
vector b equivalently decrements the left contrast, 
whereas vector e increments the right component and 
decrements the left component but with half the 
amplitude of a or b. The slanted detection contour 
indicates a response to the linear difference of left and 
right contrast. (Fig. 13 below shows actual detection 
contours measured with the brief pedestal and 15 Hz test.) 
We can now relate these 'right' and 'left' detection 
contours to the psychometric function in Fig. 11 (Q)  
obtained with the 180 deg pedestal. For simplicity, we 
consider only a rightward moving test. The points labeled 
I-5 on the psychometric function are depicted by the 
increasing length of vectors 1 to 5 in Fig. 12, representing 
a test of progressively higher contrast, extending from 0 
to 4.5% contrast. 
The brief pedestal has a very broad temporal frequency 
spectrum with equal left and right moving components. 
The balanced components near 15 Hz will act much like 
one cycle of a counterphase p destal grating--indicated 
by vector 1 in Fig. 12. The pedestal alone corresponds to
point 1 on the psychometric function (where test contrast 
is zero). Vector 2 represents a weak test of ~0.3% 
contrast. This test is detectable at the 71% level 
(corresponding to 29%-correct for the reversed motion 
in Fig. 11--point 2). The test appears to move leftwards, 
since it decreases the net rightward contrast of pedestal- 
plus-test, thereby unbalancing the motion in the leftward 
direction. Recall that the test and pedestal are in spatial 
antiphase (the 180 deg pedestal condition); the rightward 
test thus decreases the net rightward contrast. The motion 
between points 2 and 3 appears clearly leftwards, since 
net leftward contrast is greater than rightward contrast. 
However, at point 4 no motion is seen, because left and 
right contrast is again balanced. At this point, the test 
contrast (vector 4) is equivalent to twice the contrast of 
the effective right pedestal component, but the two 
rightward components (test and pedestal) are in spatial 
antiphase. (This results in net rightward contrast, 
equivalent to the original right pedestal component, but 
inverted in spatial phase.) At point 4 the pedestal and test 
thus sum to yield an effective counterphase grating (the 
long 135 deg vector on the left side). The motion null on 
the psychometric function at 4.2% test contrast (Fig. 11) 
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FIGURE 13. Evidence for opponent-motion mechanism measured with 15 Hz test and brief pedestal of 22% contrast 
( ~ 3.5 × threshold). (A) Opponent-motion detection contours direction discrimination thresholds measured with a right or left 
moving test added in 0 deg (vectors a and a') or 180 deg (b and b') spatial phase with pedestal and measured with a counterphase 
test added in spatio-temporal quadrature phase (c and c') (see text). (B) Direction discrimination thresholds for the counterphasc 
test as a function of temporal phase of test vs pedestal. Pedestal and test had 90 deg spatial phase offset. 
thus indicates that the original right (or left) pedestal 
component at ~ 15 Hz is effectively equivalent to 2. !% 
contrast. This is why we depict he pedestal as having left 
and right moving components of 2.1% contrast. 
When the contrast of the right test is increased above 
4.2% to 5, the right test is finally detected in its 'correct', 
rightward irection, since net rightward contrast is finally 
greater than leftward contrast. 
Evidence for opponent-motion mechanism: 'left' and 
'right' detection contours. Opponent-motion detection 
contours, like the hypothetical contours in Fig. 12, are 
measured here [Fig. 13(A)] with the brief pedestal. The 
diagonal slope of these contours indicates that the motion 
mechanism responds to the difference of right and left 
motion contrast. 
The 15 Hz test was presented with a raised cosine 
temporal envelope spanning two cycles. The brief (1- 
frame) pedestal of 22% contrast (~ 3.5 × threshold) was 
flashed in the temporal center of the test. Thresholds were 
measured for direction discrimination. In Fig. 13(A) 
vectors a and a' represent tests which increment the right 
and left motion, respectively--these thresholds vectors 
were measured with the right and the left moving test 
added at 0 deg spatial phase with the pedestal. Vectors b 
and b' represent tests which decrement the right and left 
components--measured with the moving test added at 
180 deg phase with the pedestal. 
Vector c represents a simultaneous increment of right 
motion component and equivalent decrement of left 
motion, or conversely (vector c')--measured with a 
counterphase flickering test added in spatio-temporal 
quadrature phase with respect o the pedestal. Pedestal 
and test were offset 90 deg in spatial phase, and the 
pedestal was flashed on just when the counterphase 
flicker passed through a temporal zero-crossing (at zero 
contrast)--hence the pedestal and test were also offset 
90 deg in temporal phase. Opposite directions of motion 
were achieved by inverting the temporal phase of the 
counterphase test. The brief static pedestal and the 
counterphase t st are both motion-balanced, so neither 
pattern by itself produces motion. Also, the counterphase 
test alone is invisible, owing to its low contrast, but 
flashing the pedestal makes the motion clearly apparent. 
Observers remarked that the motion of all test vectors 
appeared very similar--the motion appeared to traverse 
about one cycle (1 deg arc), even though the pedestal was 
very brief. 
Figure 13(B) shows how the motion thresholds for the 
counterphase t st vary with the relative temporal phase of 
the test. As before, the test and pedestal had a spatial 
phase offset of 90 deg, and the pedestal was flashed 
exactly in the center of the flicker exposure--with 
temporal phase referenced to this point. The results are 
fit with a reciprocal sine template of test contrast vs 
relative temporal phase (Lee & Stromeyer, 1989). Motion 
is seen best with a 90 deg temporal phase offset and little 
motion is seen with a 0 deg offset--where the flickering 
test and flashed pedestal reach peak contrast simulta- 
neously. The motion is strongest at the 90 deg offset, for 
this optimizes the contrast difference between left and 
right motion. 
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FIGURE 14. Opponent-motion detection contours obtained at several velocities with the co-extensive pedestal of twice- 
threshold (contrast pecified in legend of Figs 1 and 4). Incremental and decremental hresholds, for fight or left motion, were 
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a counterphase test offset 90 deg in spatial phase relative to the pedestal nd 90 deg in temporal phase--the t st flicker passed 
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Pedestals presented temporally co-extensively with the 
counterphase t st 
We return to the paradigm of Lu and Sperling (1995), 
where the pedestal and test are temporally co-extensive, 
presented with a square temporal envelope for the one 
cycle of test motion. Our view is that the pedestal affects 
motion detection by changing the net balance of left and 
right motion contrast, with motion signaled by a sensitive 
opponent-motion mechanism. If true, motion might be 
clearly seen when the static pedestal is presented without 
a moving test. This test was a counterphase grating which 
has no net left or right motion. Pedestal and test were 
offset 90 deg in spatial phase, and the test flicker passed 
through a temporal zero crossing in the temporal center of 
the pedestal ('spatio-temporal quadrature' phase). Figure 
14 shows direction detection contours obtained at several 
velocities, with pedestals of twice-threshold. The thresh- 
olds along the 135-315 deg diagonals were measured 
with the counterphase t st, whereas the thresholds on the 
horizontal and vertical axes were measured with the 
simple moving tests added to the 0 deg pedestal (for 
increments) and 180deg pedestal (for decrements). 
Observers remarked that the motion appeared similar 
for the moving and counterphase t sts. Sensitivity to the 
decrements was only measured in a few cases, for 
sensitivity was typically lower for this test. The pedestal 
was only very slightly suprathreshold--therefore, the 
decrement could make the summed pattern subthreshold 
or near-threshold. The diagonal slope of these detection 
contours upports the opponent-motion mechanism. The 
contours are not parallel since the reduced sensitivity to 
decrements causes the contours to splay apart. 
DISCUSSION 
We first consider the spatial phase dependency of the 
pedestal on motion sensitivity. Then we consider the role 
of opponent-motion mechanisms in explaining the 
pedestal effects. Finally, we will consider the general 
strategy of using pedestals to isolate motion mechanisms. 
Spatial phase dependency ofpedestal and moving test 
Motion detection was affected by stationary pedestals 
temporally co-extensive with the moving test. The 
pedestals were particularly effective with the rapid test 
motion of 7.4 and 15 Hz. The test was presented for one 
cycle of motion, so the pedestal and test progressed 
through all relative spatial phases in sequence. Never- 
theless, the 0deg phase condition facilitated motion 
detection and the 180 deg condition masked motion. For 
the 0 deg phase, the pedestal and test are spatially in 
phase at the center of the motion exposure, and for the 
180 deg phase, the pedestal and test are in antiphase at the 
center of motion. This result is consistent with two 
features of the results obtained with the 15 Hz motion and 
very brief pedestal. First, facilitation and masking was 
strongest (Fig. 7) when the pedestal occurred in the center 
of motion. Second, at this center point, facilitation was 
maximal when the pedestal was spatially in phase with 
the test (Fig. 9) and masking was maximal when the 
pedestal was in antiphase. 
Why is the phase referenced to the middle of the 
motion exposure so important? First we will examine the 
spectral nature of the stimuli and then consider possible 
effects of contrast gain control. 
Spatial phase dependency: spectra of moving test and co- 
extensive pedestal 
The temporal spectral analysis is greatly simplified if 
the time reference, t = 0, is assigned to the center of the 
pedestal exposure interval. In this case the square 
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direction. 
temporal envelope (with duration equal to 2rde)0) has a 
real-valued spectrum of the form 
sincu;/~o = sin(~/~,'0)/(u:/~0), 
which is shown in Fig. 15(A). The test stimulus is a 
travelling wave (assumed rightward) that has the same 
square temporal envelope and which is in spatial phase 
with the pedestal at t = 0. Consequently, the test spectrum 
is also real-values and is also a sinc function, but is 
shifted to the reference frequency, w0: 
sinc(uv/u;o- 1)= sin(u;/co0- l) /(u;/~o0- 1). 
In Fig. 15(A) this spectrum is shown with a maximum 
amplitude less than that of the pedestal, since the pedestal 
contrast is generally higher. At the nominal test 
frequency w0 the pedestal amplitude drops to zero, while 
above COo the pedestal and test components are in spatial 
antiphase (with opposite sign). Moreover for the leftward 
components (co < 0) the pedestal and test always have 
opposing sign so that a negative leftward increment is 
developed, in support of the rightward percept. For the 
180deg pedestal condition, the pedestal amplitude 
spectrum is inverted relative to that shown in Fig. 
15(A)--and the percept is changed from right to leftward. 
The effect of the co-extensive pedestal was largest for 
the 15 Hz motion (coo = 15 Hz). Sensitivity for motion 
drops above ~7 Hz (Kelly, 1979) and thus the most 
sensitive mechanism ay lie below 15 Hz-- in the region 
where the pedestal and test strongly overlap [Fig. 15(A)]. 
In this region, since the pedestal and test components are 
in phase (for the 0 deg pedestal condition) the rightward 
test increments the net rightward contrast, leading to 
facilitation. For the 180 deg pedestal condition the 
components are in antiphase in this region--thus, the 
rightward test decrements the net rightward contrast 
producing leftward motion (providing test contrast is not 
too high). 
We observed that the pedestal effect decreases at lower 
velocities. At the lowest velocity (0.93 Hz) the most 
sensitive mechanisms may lie well above coo = 0.93 Hz, 
in the region where the pedestal and test have opposite 
sign [Fig. 15(A)]. These components will thus change the 
motion balance in the direction opposite that of the 
components below coo, reducing the pedestal effect. 
The spectral interpretation is consistent with the results 
obtained at 1.86 Hz with the raised cosine temporal 
envelope for both the test and pedestal (Fig. 6). Large 
facilitation and masking were restored by using this 
gradual temporal envelope. Figure 15(B) shows the 
spectra of the test and pedestal. The Fourier transform of 
the raised cosine envelope has the form: 
a2sin( ~to )
F(w) w(a2 u,2) , 
where a = re~t,, and to is the full-width at half-height. In 
the experiments, a = coo and the spectra of the pedestal 
and test are shown in Fig. 15(B). Note that the amplitudes 
of the spectra have the same sign from 0 to 2~o0 and thus, 
for the pedestal of 0deg spatial phase, spectral 
components up to 3.7 Hz will facilitate motion. 
Spatial phase dependency: spectra of moving test and 
very brief pedestal 
For this case, we assume that the time reference, t = 0, 
corresponds tothe center of the very brief pedestal, which 
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we characterize as an impulse function. This makes the 
pedestal spectrum flat and real-valued over the frequen- 
cies of interest. The moving test again has a square 
temporal envelope (one cycle in duration). The solid lines 
in Fig. 1 5(C) show the spectra of the stimuli when the test 
envelope is centered at t = 0 (the time of the pedestal). In 
this case the test spectrum is real-valued, and all the 
strong test components (lying between 0 and 209o) are in 
temporal phase with the pedestal. 
Now consider the effect of negative pedestal asyn- 
chrony (the pedestal is flashed before the center of the test 
envelope). If the pedestal and moving test are maintained 
in spatial phase at the time of the pedestal flash (t = 0), 
then we need consider only the temporal phase 
consequence of the delayed test envelope. This is 
indicated qualitatively by the sloped dotted line in Fig. 
15(C). Test components lying above 09o will lag in phase 
in proportion to 09 - 090, while those that lie below 090 
will lead in phase. For the 1 5 Hz test, the components 
below 09o are more effective than the components above 
o90. Thus, to compensate for the advance of the test 
components below 090, the pedestal must be slightly 
advanced for optimal facilitation. Figure 9 shows that an 
advance of ~45 deg is required when the pedestal is 
presented at the onset of motion (Fig. 9). Changing the 
pedestal asynchrony to a positive value has the opposite 
effect, for now the pedestal must be retarded ~ 45 deg 
when presented at the offset of motion (Fig. 9). A 
quantitative prediction of these phase shifts is difficult 
owing to the complex spectral nature of these stimuli. 
subsequent test signal. Instead, if the test occurred first, 
the test escaped the gain reduction. 
In our experiment (Fig. 7) delaying the pedestal until 
the middle of motion exposure might allow the initial 
motion signal to escape the gain reduction, thus 
explaining the maximal facilitation ear the middle of 
the motion. However, several arguments uggest his 
explanation is not correct. First, the pedestal is of high 
physical contrast (18%), but it is effectively only twice 
the threshold of the 15 Hz moving test (Fig. 12). Morgan 
and Chubb (1996) observed little gain reduction with 
such low-contrast pedestals. Second, masking is also 
maximal in the middle of the motion exposure (Fig. 7). If 
the pedestal is producing less gain control in this 
temporal position compared with the onset, why is more 
test contrast needed to see motion in the correct 
direction? (However, the maximal masking in the middle 
might occur because there is little temporal room either 
side of the brief pedestal in which to detect he motion). 
Third, other measurements (not shown) do not indicate a 
difference for early and late pedestals. For example, 
when the 15 Hz motion was presented for just 15 msec (3 
frames), equally strong facilitation was obtained when 
the 1-frame pedestal preceded or followed motion by 
,-~ 20 msec. (The pedestal was in 0 deg spatial phase, as 
defined above for the very brief pedestal condition.) This 
stimulus is similar to Morgan and Chubb' s, but the reason 
we do not observe a contrast gain effect is that our 
pedestal contrast is low (described above). These 
Spatial phase dependency: contrast gain control? 
The facilitation is maximal when the very brief 
pedestal occurs near the center of the 15 Hz motion, 
rather than at the start of the motion (Figs 7 and 9). What 
causes this delay until the center? As described above, 
presenting the pedestal spatially in phase in the center of 
the motion causes the most effective components of the 
pedestal and test (between 0 and 09o) to be in phase. This 
probably explains the maximal facilitation in the center. 
At other pedestal asynchronies the pedestal must be 
shifted in spatial phase to achieve best facilitation (Fig. 
9), but the pedestal and test components between 0 and 
09o [Fig. 15(C)] cannot all be brought into phase 
simultaneously, and thus the facilitation is reduced. 
Z.-L. Lu (personal communication) suggested that the 
contrast gain effects observed by Morgan and Chubb 
(1996) may provide an alternative xplanation of the 
optimal facilitation in the middle of the motion. Morgan 
and Chubb presented a sine-wave grating of 100 msec 
duration immediately followed by a similar 100-msec 
grating in spatial quadrature phase. One grating was 
considered the pedestal and the other the test. Direction 
thresholds were measured as a function of pedestal 
contrast. When the test occurred first, the pedestal could 
be of high contrast without reducing motion sensitivity. 
However, when a high-contrast pedestal occurred first, 
the pedestal strongly reduced motion sensitivity, pre- 
sumably by turning down the contrast gain of the 
m 
13.. 
Test 
FIGURE 16. Phasor representation of motion measured with the 
'quadrature' paradigm. The counterphase p destal and test gratings (in 
spatio-temporal quadrature phase) are represented by the vertical and 
horizontal phasors, respectively. Each phasor maintains its orientation 
and simply reverses inusoidally--the sum of the phasors over time 
describes an ellipse. The direction of motion corresponds to the 
direction around the ellipse. When the pedestal is suprathreshold, the 
test elicits a motion signal when its contrast is as much as 40-times 
below that of the pedestal--so the ellipse will be very tall and narrow. 
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observations suggest that contrast gain control is unlikely 
to explain the temporal pattern of facilitation at 15 Hz. 
Opponent-motion mechanisms 
The flashed, stationary pedestal has balanced left and 
right moving components, and a moving test added in 
appropriate phase unbalances this motion. When stimuli 
are suprathreshold, the imbalance is signaled by an 
opponent-motion mechanism which is highly sensitive to 
the difference of left and right motion contrast (Stro- 
meyer et al., 1984; Lubin, 1992). Features of the present 
results support such a mechanism. At the higher test 
velocities, motion detection was strongly sensitized by 
both the co-extensive pedestal and the very brief pedestal. 
With the latter pedestal, motion was equally sensitized 
for a test which incremented or decremented the net left 
or right motion. An opponent-motion mechanism was 
also supported by the motion detection contours in the 
leftward vs rightward contrast space. 
To explain our results, the opponent-motion mechan- 
ism must not be fully opponent, for it would then give 
zero response to static flashed patterns having symmetric 
velocities. The mechanism may be strongly (but not 
fully) motion-opponent, thus giving a weak response to 
such a symmetric pattern. Motion in the mechanism's 
non-preferred direction may produce an inhibitory gain 
signal, causing the operating point of the mechanism to 
remain on a steep part of its response function--where 
sensitivity is high for very small contrast changes 
reflecting a motion imbalance between left and right 
contrast (Stromeyer et al., 1984; Lubin, 1992; Snowden, 
Treue, Erickson & Andersen, 1991). Lubin (1992) and 
Qian and Andersen (1994) point out that opponent 
inhibition from the non-preferred direction may also act 
to reduce stimulus noise (uncorrelated spatio-temporal 
energy) and to increase directional selectivity. 
There is physiological evidence for an opponent- 
motion stage. Cat simple cells (Albrecht & Geisler, 1991; 
Reid, Soodak & Shapley, 1991) and complex cells 
(Emerson, Bergen & Adelson, 1992), however, largely 
respond to unidirectional motion energy. Components 
moving in both directions affect the contrast gain of cat 
simple cells, but this could occur early--even in the 
retina (Geisler & Albrecht, 1992). The V1 cells in the 
macaque are also largely unidirectional, showing rather 
little suppression in the non-preferred irection (Snow- 
den et al., 1991). However, in area MT, many of the cells 
show strong suppression when stimulated simultaneously 
with opposite directions of motion (Snowden et al., 1991 ;
Qian & Andersen, 1994). Stimuli which generate poor 
perceptual motion transparency in humans also produce 
strong suppression i  many MT cells (Qian, Andersen & 
Adelson, 1994). For example, two oppositely moving 
fields of random dots will appear as non-transparent, 
flickering noise when the oppositely moving dots in the 
two fields are spatially paired within ~ 0.4 deg arc (hence 
'locally balanced'). A larger spatial unpairing produces 
transparent motion and less suppression, indicating that 
the suppression occurs within smalk ~0.4 deg subre- 
gions of the large MT receptive fields (Qian & Andersen, 
1994). Area MT may thus be a principal site for the 
opponent-motion mechanism. 
Isolating motion mechanisms with pedestals 
In the paradigm of Lu and Sperling (1995) the pedestal 
is not truly stationary but is flashed, and therefore has a 
broad spectrum of balanced left and right moving 
components. These components may strongly interact 
with the moving test. 
Lu and Sperling used this paradigm to foil feature 
tracking and thus reveal a first-order motion mechanism. 
If the pedestal was truly stationary it would be of zero 
temporal frequency and fade as a stabilized image. The 
pedestal must thus be presented for a discrete duration. 
Rather than using a flashed static pedestal with a 
complicated spectrum, one might use a prolonged, 
counterphase flickering grating with a purer spectrum. 
Such a pedestal could also foil simple feature tracking. 
Lubin (1992) and Stromeyer et al. (1984, 1995) used a 
counterphase pedestal, either with a moving test or a 
counterphase pattern added to the pedestal in spatio- 
temporal quadrature phase (the 'quadrature' paradigm). 
This counterphase t st increments rightward contrast and 
equally decrements leftward contrast, or vice versa. In 
Fig. 16, the counterphase pedestal is represented by a 
vertical phasor and the counterphase t st by a horizontal 
phasor. Each phasor maintains its orientation and simply 
reverses sinusoidally, representing the counterphase 
flicker. Since the oscillations of the two phasors are 
90 deg out-of-phase, the sum of the phasors over time 
describes an ellipse. The direction of motion, correspond- 
ing to the direction around the ellipse, is reversed by 
inverting the temporal phase of the test. Consider esults 
at i Hz: for a pedestal of 3% contrast, the test contrast 
required for identifying the direction of motion is only 
0.07% (Stromeyer et al., 1995). The ellipse representing 
this motion has an aspect ratio of 40 to 1. Since the ellipse 
is so tall and narrow, the 'features' of the pattern 
(represented by peaks and troughs) will principally 
wobble over a very narrow spatial range. When the 
pedestal reaches zero contrast, the test will be at a peak 
contrast of only 0.07% (represented by the horizontal 
phasor)--thus, the test features considered alone should 
be well below threshold. Yet this stimulus produces clear 
motion discrimination, consistent with detection by an 
opponent-motion mechanism. It is not so obvious how 
simple feature tracking can account for the motion. 
APPENDIX  
Reciprocal log cosine template: test contrast vs relative spatial 
phase of pedestal and moving test 
The test pattern was presented tk)r one cycle of motion with the 
pedestal f ashed very briefly (~ I msec). For each temporal syn- 
chrony of the pedestal nd test, we measured the contrast threshold for 
seeing the direction of test motion as a function of relative spatial phase 
of pedestal nd test. The results at each temporal synchrony could be 
approximately fit by a displaced, reciprocal log cosine template oftest 
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FIGURE A 1. Explanation of the reciprocal log cosine template. (A) Rightward moving test T is added to very brief pedestal. The 
phasor length represents stimulus contrast and the angle represents spatial phase. To reach threshold, the test must produce a 
criterion increment in the contrast of the rightward moving pedestal component Pr. The circle represents he test threshold, with 
the test added to pedestal in different relative spatial phases 0. When the test is in spatial antiphase with the pedestal, the test 
threshold is equivalent o T= 2P~ + ~, represented by the sum of the two downward-pointing phasors. (B) Heavy line is 
prediction of model in (A), and thin line is fit of reciprocal log cosine template (scaled vertically). 
contrast vs relative spatial phase (Fig. 8). We provide a justification for 
this. 
The brief, stationary pedestal contains equal right and left moving 
components Pr and PI. Right or left test motion is detected when there 
is a criterion imbalance between the net left and right contrast of the 
pedestal-plus-test. The rightward pedestal component, for example, is 
depicted in Fig. AI(A) by the fixed phasor Pr. To detect rightward 
motion, the rightward moving test must increment his pedestal 
component by a criterion amount represented by the circle of radius 
Pr + <5. The rightward test (of contrast 7) is added to the pedestal at 
relative spatial phase 0. 
Note that to reach threshold when the test is added to the pedestal in 
spatial antiphase, the test contrast must be T= 2Pr + 6, represented by 
the sum of the two downward-pointing phasors. When this antiphase 
test has contrast 2Pr, the test has no effect since the magnitude of 
pedestal-plus-test i  2Pr -  Pr, equivalent o the magnitude of the 
original rightward pedestal component Pr, but with inverted phase. 
This corresponds to the motion null at point 5 in Figs 11 and 12. 
More generally, from Fig. AI(A) we can solve for test contrast Tas a 
function of spatial phase 0. 
(Pr + Tcos0) 2 + (Tsin0) 2 -- (Pr + (})2. 
Normalizing contrast values by Pr, (~ = 6/Pr and ~F = T/Pr), simplifies 
the equation: 
(1 + 7"cos0) 2 + (Tsin0) z = (1 + ~)2. 
Solving for test contrast: 
T(0) = -cos0  -c- ~cos20 -~- (~2 ~_ 2~. 
Since only values of l" > 0 are of interest: 
T(0) -- -cos0 + , /cos@ + $2 + 2i. 
Our results indicate that when the pedestal is clearly suprathreshold, 
the effective test contrast at threshold is about one tenth of the pedestal 
contrast, ~= ,~/P~ =0.1. Hence: 
T(0) : - cos0  + ~cos20 + 0.21. 
Figure AI(B) (heavy line) shows a plot of this equation in 
coordinates of log test contrast vs 0; also shown is the relation, 
reciprocal log cos 0 vs 0, appropriately scaled (thin line). This latter 
cosine template provides a reasonable approximation. 
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